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THE AWAS TINGNI PETITION TO THE INTER-
AMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS:
INDIGENOUS LANDS, LOGGERS, AND
GOVERNMENT NEGLECT IN NICARAGUA
S. JAMES ANAYA"
The dense tropical forests of Nicaragua's Atlantic Coast region
have been targeted by transnational corporations. Government officials,
who are eager to see the country's natural resources developed into
financial bounty, have welcomed these corporations. However, these
same forests are home to numerous Miskito, Rama, and Sumo peo-
ple.'
On March 13, 1996, the Nicaraguan government, through its
Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources (MARENA), granted a
thirty-year concession to a Korean-owned company, Sol del Caribe,
S.A. (SOLCARSA), to log a large area of tropical rain forest in the
Atlantic Coast. Environmentalists have raised concerns about this and
other concessions for logging in the region, questioning whether they
entail sufficient guarantees to ensure that the logging will proceed on a
sustainable basis. Environmentalists' concerns are well-founded, given
the history of logging practices that have caused the region's forest
resources to be depleted at alarming rates, and the still weak govern-
ment regulatory regime that oversees timber harvesting.
From the standpoint of the indigenous people who inhabitant the
area, however, the major problem with the concession to SOLCARSA
is that it permits logging within the ancestral lands of Sumo and Misk-
ito communities, yet no indigenous community gave its approval for
the concession. Furthermore, it is not readily apparent how, if at all,
* Professor of Law, the University of Iowa; Visiting Professor of Law, the University
of Toronto; Lead counsel for Awas Tingni and other indigenous petitioners in the Awas
Tingni case.
1. The Miskito, Sumo, and Rama are groups indigenous to the sparsely populated eastern
region of Nicaragua, a region that is commonly known as the Atlantic Coast. The history and
demography of the Atlantic Coast are summarized in JORGE JENKINS MOLIERI, EL DESAFIO
INDIGENA EN NICARAGUA: EL CASO DE LOS MIsITOS 33-114 (1986), and in Theodore
Macdonald, The Moral Enemy of the Miskito Indians: Local Roots of a Geopolitical Conflict,
in ETHNICrIES AND NATIONS: PROCESSES OF INTERETHNIC RELATIONS IN LATIN AMERICA,
SOUTHEAST ASIA, AND THE PACIFIC 107, 114-22 (Remo Guidieri et al. eds., 1988).
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the communities will benefit from the logging. To the contrary, the
concession is perceived to threaten religious sites and the habitat within
which Sumo and Miskito communities engage in hunting, fishing, and
farming.
The Sumo Indian community of Awas Tingni lays claim to the
greater part of the lands included in the SOLCARSA concession. With
a population of around 650, Awas Tingni is one of the numerous
traditionally autonomous indigenous communities that, outside the
major townships of Puerto Cabezas in the north and Bluefields in the
south, predominate among the inhabitants of the Atlantic Coast. The
people of Awas Tingni prefer to call themselves Mayagna as opposed
to Sumo, the latter being a term they regard as imposed by outsiders.
Although the community has no formal, government-sanctioned title to
its ancestral lands, community members have a clear sense of
territoriality which has manifested itself in dogged opposition to the
logging concession that was granted to the Korean company. The com-
munity has documented its ancestral land use and occupancy in an
ethnographic study and map produced with help of an anthropologist
from Harvard's Center for International Affairs.
After having failed to stop the logging concession through direct
appeals to the government and a lawsuit filed in the Nicaraguan courts,
the Awas Tingni community petitioned the Inter-American Commission
on Human Rights ("Inter-American Commission" or the "Commis-
sion"), an agency of the Organization of American States. The full text
of Awas Tingni's petition to the Commission, which was filed before
the SOLCARSA concession was finalized, is set forth below. Since
Awas Tingni filed with the Commission, several other indigenous
communities of the Atlantic Coast have notified the Commission of
their desire to join in the petition, reiterating the request that the Inter-
American Commission intervene to pressure the government to suspend
the logging concession and take the measures necessary to secure the
effective enjoyment of indigenous land rights.
THE UNDERLYING LAND TENURE PROBLEM
Ironically, this case arises in a country that has a formal legal
regime concerning indigenous lands which is among the most progres-
sive in the Western Hemisphere. The Nicaraguan Constitution and Stat-
ute of Autonomy for the Atlantic Coast Regions of Nicaragua guaran-
tee, in general terms, the rights of indigenous peoples to their tradi-
tionally held communal lands and enjoyment of the natural resources
[Vol. 9
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within those lands.2 The current constitution and the autonomy statute
were adopted by the Sandinista government in the mid-1980s. The
Sandinistas, who came to power at the heals of a revolt that deposed
Nicaragua's long-time dictator Anastasio Somoza, enacted these legal
reforms in response to demands pressed by the Atlantic Coast's indige-
nous people. Caught in the middle of a civil war that engulfed the
country, many indigenous people took up arms against the Sandinistas.
In addition to affirming land, cultural and certain other rights for
indigenous communities, the constitution and autonomy statute estab-
lished northern and southern Atlantic Coast regional governments with
limited regulatory powers.3 The Sandinista government and its sympa-
thizers hailed the constitutional provisions and autonomy statute as
providing a model for the advancement and protection of indigenous
peoples' rights. The successor government of President Violeta
Chamorro, which followed elections in 1990, has continued to boast of
Nicaragua's indigenous rights regime, especially in statements at Unit-
ed Nations-sponsored as well as other international meetings dealing
with indigenous rights. However, as in many countries in which laws
have recently been enacted to promote indigenous rights, these legal
guarantees have not been followed by the required implementation.
What is lacking is a regulatory or legal regime that would provide a
government-sanctioned procedure to demarcate specific indigenous
lands and clearly define the particular rights and attributes of indige-
nous land ownership.
As a result of this legal and regulatory void, most indigenous
communities of the Atlantic Coast, like many indigenous peoples
worldwide, exist on lands over which rights of use or ownership are at
best unclear and more often contested. A number of Nicaraguan indig-
enous communities have titles that were issued under laws in place at
2. See Political Constitution of Nicaragua arts. 89, 180 (amended 1995) (recognizing the
communal forms of property of the indigenous communities of the Atlantic Coast and guaran-
teeing them the benefits of their natural resources); Statute of Autonomy for the Atlantic Coast
Regions of Nicaragua, art. 39, Law No. 28, 7 Sept. 1987, reprinted in DOCUMENTS ON AU-
TONOMY AND MINORrrY RIGHTS 386 (Hurst Hannum ed., 1993) [hereinafter Statute of Autono-
my for the Atlantic Coast Regions of Nicaragua] (affirming that the communal property of
indigenous communities is comprised of the lands, waters, and forests that traditionally have
belonged to them).
3. The Autonomy Statute created northern and southern regional governments which are
to coexist with municipal level authorities that are elsewhere established in Nicaraguan law;
each of the regional governments is comprised of a regional council and a regional coordinator
named from among the councilors. Statute of Autonomy for the Atlantic Coast Regions of
Nicaragua, supra note 2, arts. 15-31.
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the beginning of this century or under later agrarian reform laws.
However, the titles are for relatively small plots that do not correspond
with the outer reaches of traditional use and occupancy areas. In the
absence of specific measures to implement the legal guarantees con-
cerning indigenous land rights, the Nicaraguan government has sought
to control, as state property, all those lands not already held under a
specific paper title. Thus, in granting the logging concession to the
Korean-owned company, the government has taken the position that the
lands in question are state lands, regardless of traditional or longstand-
ing patterns of indigenous use and occupancy.
This scenario illustrates the kind of partnership between govern-
ment and industry seen in many parts of the world that threatens indig-
enous peoples' control of their ancestral lands. This threat is apparent,
even in those countries where laws have been enacted to protect indig-
enous land rights. This case also illustrates how indigenous peoples are
increasingly challenging such threats through means that include re-
course to legal institutions at both the domestic and international lev-
els.
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE AWAS TINGNI PETITION
In filing its petition, the Awas Tingni community is testing the
capacity of the Inter-American Commission to function as a vehicle for
the effective implementation of existing and emergent norms relevant
to the protection of indigenous rights. The petition rests on the asser-
tion that the government of Nicaragua is obligated, under both Nicara-
guan and international law, to take the necessary affirmative steps to
secure indigenous communities in the use and enjoyment of their an-
cestral lands, and to refrain from granting natural resource concessions
on traditionally-held indigenous lands without the consent of indigenous
communities. The affirmative measures called for include an officially
sanctioned procedure to demarcate indigenous territorial boundaries
according to the relevant legal criteria.
The Inter-American Commission is empowered to promote the
observance of human rights among the members of the Organization of
American States, and to act on complaints or petitions that allege par-
ticular violations of human rights.4 The petition by Awas Tingni rep-
4. American Convention on Human Rights, Nov. 22, 1969, arts. 41, 44, OAS Treaty
Ser. No. 36, 1144 U.N.T.S. 123 (entered into force July 18, 1978) [hereinafter American
Convention on Human Rights]; Statute of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights,
arts. 1, 18-20, as approved by Res. 446, taken at the 9th Regular Session of the General
Assembly of the OAS, La Paz, Bolivia, Oct. 1979, reprinted in HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE IN-
160 [Vol. 9
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resents one of the first cases brought to the Commission in which the
central issue is that of indigenous lands. The primary terms of refer-
ence for the Commission are the American Convention on Human
RightsS and the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of
Man,6 neither of which specifically mentions indigenous peoples or
indigenous land rights. However, international inter-governmental insti-
tutions and their relevant agencies increasingly have supported rights of
indigenous peoples over ancestral lands. Issues of indigenous lands are
generally viewed, in the international arena, as a matter of human
rights.7 The Inter-American Commission itself is engaged in drafting a
declaration on indigenous rights in which rights over lands and re-
sources are highlighted.
A further notable aspect of the Awas Tingni petition is that it
represents a matrix of transnational alliances through which access by
indigenous peoples to the international system for the protection of
human rights is enhanced. In its case before the Inter-American Com-
mission, Awas Tingni is being assisted by a project of the University
of Iowa College of Law (the "Iowa Project"), which was initially
organized with funding from the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), a non-
governmental environmental organization that has been influential in
many parts of the world. The WWF helped organize the Iowa Project,
which is directed by this writer and includes a Nicaraguan lawyer. The
objective of the Iowa Project is to assist Awas Tingni secure specific
recognition of its ancestral lands and to manage the resources on its
lands in a sustainable basis. When Awas Tingni decided to petition the
Commission, lawyers from the Indian Law Resource Center, a United
States-based nongovernmental organization that has advocated for indig-
enous peoples before the Commission in a number of other occasions,
TER-AmERICAN SYSTEM, PT. 1: BASIC DOCUMENTS, BOOKLET 9.1 (Thomas Buergenthal &
Robert E. Norris eds., 1993) [hereinafter Statute of the Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights]. See generally Dinah Shelton, The Inter-American Human Rights System in GUIDE TO
INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS PRACTICE 119, 121-26 (Hurst Hannum ed., 2d ed. 1992) (de-
scribing the Commission's complaint procedure).
5. American Convention on Human Rights, supra note 4, arts. 34-51.
6. American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, adopted by the Ninth Interna-
tional Conference of American States (Mar. 30-May 2, 1948), O.A.S. Res. 30, O.A.S. Doe.,
OEA/Ser.LIVII.4, rev. (1965). See Statute of the Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights, supra note 4, art. 20.
7. S. JAMES ANAYA, INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 39-71, 104-07 (19-
96). W. Michael Reisman, Protecting Indigenous Rights in International Adjudication, 89 AM.
J. INT'L L. 350, 350 (1995); Robert A. Williams, Jr., Encounters on the Frontiers of Interna-
tional Human Rights Law: Redefining the Terms of Indigenous Peoples' Survival in the World,
1990 DUKE L.J. 660, 662-68 (1990).
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stepped in to assist the Iowa Project and the community. Also provid-
ing legal assistance to the community, on a pro bono basis and in
coordination with the Iowa Project, is the major New York law firm
of Simpson, Thacher and Bartlett.
While it is too early to fully gauge the utility of invoking the
jurisdiction of the Commission in this ongoing case, it is evident that
the petition by Awas Tingni has helped focus attention within Nicara-
gua, as well as internationally, on the opposition to the concession to
SOLCARSA and the larger indigenous land tenure problem. Coverage
in the Nicaraguan press has been extensive. An article in The New
York Times on this case was reprinted in other newspapers and other-
wise widely circulated.' Both the World Bank, which has enormous
influence on Nicaragua through its multiple financial assistance progr-
ams, and the Swedish government, which provides substantial assis-
tance to Nicaragua, particularly in regards to its natural resources
sector, have begun to ask questions of relevant government officials.
Apparently motivated by the heightened levels of concern over the
indigenous land tenure issue, legislators recently introduced measures
to the Nicaraguan National Assembly to enact a mechanism to demar-
cate indigenous lands and better define the appurtenant legal rights.
Around the same time, President Chamorro signed a decree that estab-
lished an inter-agency commission to take preliminary steps toward
creating such a demarcation mechanism.
Under pressure from SOLCARSA, the Nicaraguan natural re-
sources ministry went ahead and granted the logging concession, de-
spite mounting opposition and the pending action before the Commis-
sion. Nonetheless, logging operations have been stalled by a number of
factors that apparently include action, or inaction, within the relevant
government bureaucracy. As of late summer 1996-several months
after the concession was signed-the actual extraction of timber had
not yet commenced.
The Nicaraguan government's initial response to the Awas Tingni
petition came in May 1996 when it agreed to their proposal to submit
to the "friendly settlement" procedure provided for in the rules gov-
erning the Commission's jurisdiction.9 Under this procedure, the Com-
mission functions as a mediator within a process of negotiation be-
8. Julia Preston, It's Indians vs. Loggers in Nicaragua, N.Y. TIMES, June 25, 1996, at
AS.




tween the petitioning party (or parties) and the government conce-
rned.' ° As of this writing, discussions within the friendly settlement
process itself have not yet yielded any substantial progress toward a
resolution of the case. Nonetheless, Awas Tingni and other indigenous
communities of the Atlantic Coast continue to look to the proceedings
before the Commission as an important part of their efforts to secure
their lands. Hope abounds.
10. See Jo M. Pasqualucci, The Inter-American Human Rights System: Establishing Prece-
dents and Procedure in Human Rights Law, 26 U. MIAMI INTER-AM. L. REV. 297, 306
(1994-95); David J. Padilla, The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights of the Orga-
nization of American States: A Case Study, 9 AM. U. J. INT'L L. & POL'Y 95, 98, 106-08
(1993).
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I. Introduction
I. This petition is submitted by the MAYAGNA INDIAN
COMMUNITY OF AWAS TINGNI and its leader, JAIME CASTILLO
FELIPE, against NICARAGUA based on Nicaragua's failure to take
steps necessary to secure the land fights of Awas Tingni and other
indigenous communities in Nicaragua's Atlantic Coast region.
Nicaragua's acts and omissions in this regard constitute violations of
the American Convention on Human Rights (the "American Conven-
tion"), the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man (the
"American Declaration") and other provisions of international human
rights law.
II. Through its government officials, Nicaragua has allowed
to emerge a pervasive condition under which the enjoyment of indige-
nous land rights is generally threatened. Adding to this environment of
government neglect, the Nicaraguan Ministry of Environment and Natu-
ral Resources (commonly referred to by its Spanish acronym
"MARENA") is about to grant to a Korean-owned company a long-
term concession for timber harvesting on Awas Tingni lands in disre-
gard of the Community's property and other rights. The government
already has granted the company permission to enter the Community's
lands and to undertake preliminary work toward the planned timber
166 ST. THOMAS LAW REVIEW [Vol. 9
exploitation, and the company is constructing nearby a timber process-
ing plant. Communications of protest to the responsible government
officials have gone unanswered, and efforts at a judicial resolution
have not been fruitful.
I. Significantly, this Petition arises in the aftermath of
conditions affecting the indigenous communities of Nicaragua's Atlantic
Coast that attracted the attention of this Commission in the early 19-
80s. In response to complaints of human rights abuses against the
indigenous peoples of the Atlantic Coast, the Commission conducted an
investigation which included an on-site visit and published its findings
in its Report on the Situation of a Segment of the Nicaraguan Popula-
tion of Miskito Origin (hereinafter "Miskito Report").' Among the
problems identified by the Commission in its report was that of unse-
cured land tenure for the Miskito and other indigenous groups of the
region. The Commission recommended that the government take steps
to remedy this problem. However, over a decade later, the land rights
of Awas Tingni and other indigenous communities remain vulnerable to
violations in the persistent absence of effective government protections.
IV. The Community of Awas Tingni and Mr. Castillo seek
the Commission's assistance in reversing the acts and omissions of the
1. OEAISer.L/IUI.62, doe. 10, rev. 3 (1983).
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Nicaraguan government that violate their rights and in safeguarding
their rights in the future. The Commission's involvement is particular-
ly important since, as set forth below, the government of Nicaragua
appears willing to respond, if at all, only when pressure is exerted by
the international community.
H. Jurisdiction
5. The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights has
competence to receive and act on this petition in accordance with arti-
cles 44-51 of the American Convention, to which Nicaragua is a party,
and article 19 of the Commission's Statute.
M. The Petitioners
6. THE MAYAGNA INDIAN COMMUNITY OF AWAS
TINGNI (the "Community" or "Awas Tingni") is one of the "commu-
nities of the Atlantic Coast" region recognized by the Political Consti-
tution of Nicaragua under its articles 5, 8, 11, 49, 89, 90, 91, 121,
180, and 181, and by the Statute of Autonomy of the Atlantic Coast
Region of Nicaragua, Law No. 28 of 1987. The term "Mayagna"
refers to the larger indigenous ethno-linguistic group of which Awas
168 ST. THOMAS LAW REVIEW [Vol. 9
Tingni and its members form a part.2 The Community is organized
and functions under a traditional, customary leadership structure that is
common to other Mayagna communities and that is recognized by the
Nicaraguan Constitution, arts. 89, 180, and the Statute of Autonomy,
art. 11(4). The Community's principal village is on the Wawa River,
within the municipality of Waspam, Northern Atlantic Autonomous
Region, Nicaragua.
7. JAIME CASTILLO FELIPE, a citizen of Nicaragua and
an indigenous Mayagna, is the "Sindico" of Awas Tingni. In accor-
dance with longstanding tradition among the indigenous communities of
the Atlantic Coast, the Sfndico is Awas Tingni's principal leader. In
addition to serving as the Community's Sindico, Mr. Castillo's occupa-
tions include farming and seasonal wage labor. His address is Com-
munity of Awas Tingni, Waspam, Northern Atlantic Autonomous
Region, Nicaragua. In submitting this petition, Mr. Castillo acts both
individually and on behalf of the Community.
8. For the purposes of this petition and all related proceed-
ings, the legal representative of the Community and Mr. Castillo is
THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA COLLEGE OF LAW, CLINICAL
2. While "Mayagna" is the preferred term among those who comprise the group, the
term "Sumo" is more commonly used by outsiders.
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LAW PROGRAMS, an institution of The University of Iowa which is
chartered by the State of Iowa, located at 386 Boyd Law Building,
Iowa City, Iowa 52242. See appendices 1 and 1-A hereto. The
Petitioners' counsel of record, to whom all notices and correspondence
should be sent, is S. JAMES ANAYA of The University of Iowa Col-
lege of Law, Clinical Law Programs. Mr. Anaya, an attorney and
professor of law, is a United States citizen domiciled in Iowa City,
Iowa and is a member of the bars of the State of New Mexico and the
United States Supreme Court.
9. Also assisting the Community as legal counsel are MA-
RIA LUISA ACOSTA CASTELL6N, attorney, a citizen of Nicaragua,
with domicile and address at casa 21-B del Asentamiento Jos6 Marti
del Bo. Santa Rosa, Bluefields, Regi6n Aut6noma Atldntico Sur, Nica-
ragua; SIMPSON THACHER & BARTLETT (a partnership which
includes professional corporations), a United States law firm with its
principal offices located at 425 Lexington Avenue, New York, New
York 10017-3954; and the INDIAN LAW RESOURCE CENTER, a
non-profit legal advocacy organization with an office at 601 E Street
Southeast, Washington, D.C. 20003.
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IV. Facts
Awas Tingni And Its Lands
10. The Community of Awas Tingni has a population of
approximately 150 families, or about 650 individuals. Community
members converse among themselves almost exclusively in the
Mayagna language, although most also speak at least some Spanish.
The principal village of the Community is located in an isolated forest-
ed area approximately a hundred kilometers inland from Nicaragua's
northeastern Atlantic or Caribbean coast.
11. The Community's leadership is comprised of a govern-
ing council which includes, in addition to the Sfndico, the vice-Sindico
("Suplente del Sfndico"), the Judge of the People ("Juez del Pueblo"),
and the Guardian of the Forest ("Responsable del Bosque"). The
members of the governing council are elected by and answer directly
to the Community at large, which meets regularly in an assembly open
to all adult members of the Community.
12. Community members subsist primarily from itinerant
agriculture, hunting and fishing. These activities are carried out within
Awas Tingni's ancestral territory according to a traditional system of
land tenure that is linked to the Community's socio-political organiza-
tion.
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13. Awas Tingni's ancestral territory includes lands that
members of the Community have traditionally used and occupied, and
over which the Community's dominance has exceeded that of other
groups, within the customary system of territorial distribution histori-
cally functioning among the indigenous communities of the Atlantic
coast region. Within the system of land tenure common to Atlantic
Coast communities, Awas Tingni holds its lands collectively while
individual Community members and families enjoy subsidiary rights of
use and occupancy.
14. The Community's possession of its territory, or com-
munal lands, extends as far back in time as the earliest moments in the
history of the Mayagna that can be recounted by Community elders.
Beyond providing a means of sustenance for Community members,
Awas Tingni's communal land base comprises a crucial aspect of the
Community's existence, continuity and culture.
General Legal Recognition Of Indigenous Land Rights
15. The Political Constitution of Nicaragua adopted in
1985 contains progressive provisions recognizing the rights of indige-
nous communities to their traditional communal lands.3 Two years
after the Constitution was adopted, the Nicaraguan National Assembly
3. See infra note 7.
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supplemented the legal protections for indigenous land rights and, more
generally, exalted the rights of the Atlantic Coast peoples by enacting
the Statute of Autonomy for the Atlantic Coast Regions of Nicaragua,
Law No. 28 of 1987.
16. Amendments to the Constitution early this year further
strengthened the juridical status and rights of indigenous communities.
These developments in Nicaraguan law coincide with recently articulat-
ed international standards that affirm the rights of indigenous commu-
nities to the lands they traditionally have used and occupied, rights that
exist independently of formal land title.4 However, the protection
promised indigenous land rights under Nicaraguan law has largely
failed to translate into reality for Awas Tingni and most of the other
indigenous communities of the Atlantic Coast.
The Lack Of Specific Recognition And
Adequate Protection Of Indigenous Lands
17. Despite the constitutional and statutory provisions up-
holding indigenous land rights in general terms, the Nicaraguan gov-
ernment has taken no definitive steps toward demarcating indigenous
lands or otherwise providing formal recognition of specific indigenous
lands. The Nicaraguan Institute for Agrarian Reform ("INRA"), and
4. See infra note 9 and text.
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other government agencies that are competent to address indigenous
land tenure have failed to establish procedures to fill this void. Thus,
like the vast majority of indigenous communities of Nicaragua's Atlan-
tic Coast, Awas Tingni lacks specific government recognition of the
boundaries of its territorial rights.
18. With insecure territorial boundaries comes precarious
land tenure, and, as a result, Awas Tingni and other coastal communi-
ties are vulnerable to the rush by outsiders, often uncontrolled, to ac-
quire land within the region and to exploit its natural resources. Con-
temporary concerns over land rights among indigenous communities
already are threatening to erupt into social unrest and even violence.
19. The Community of Awas Tingni has made a good
faith effort to resolve these land tenure issues with the Nicaraguan
government. Community leaders and representatives have on numer-
ous occasions contacted government agencies, including INRA, in an
attempt to have the existence and geographic extent of Awas Tingni
communal lands certified. In each case, government officials have
failed to take action, claiming instead that recognition of the
Community's property rights must be preceded by a "coordinated ef-
fort" by all relevant government agencies to resolve the larger problem
of land tenure in the Atlantic Coast region.
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20. Tellingly, over ten years after the Commission's publi-
cation of the Miskito Report - in which the Commission recognized
the dimensions of the land tenure crisis in the Atlantic Coast and ad-
monished the Nicaraguan government to take action -- the government
has failed to conduct any such "coordinated effort" to resolve the issue
of land tenure. On the contrary, government agencies, particularly
MARENA, have repeatedly acted in disregard of indigenous land rights
in general and in defiance of the Community's land rights in particu-
lar.
21. Exacerbating the problem, Nicaragua's approach to the
issue of land tenure in the Atlantic Coast region quite clearly is ani-
mated by the government's interest in securing its own property inter-
ests in the resource-rich region. Under the Nicaraguan Civil Code, all
lands not titled to private owners belong to the state. Accordingly, the
government apparently has assumed that, because the Community's
lands are not "privately held" under a formal title, the government is
entitled to exploit the natural resources located on those lands. In
taking this position, the government overlooks the fact that the Nicara-
guan Civil Code is superseded to the extent that the Nicaraguan Con-
stitution recognizes rights appurtenant to indigenous communal lands,
rights that do not depend on the existence of a formal title but that
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instead may be founded entirely on traditional patterns of use and oc-
cupancy. See infra at note 7.
The Natural Resources Ministry (MARENA)
And Its Disregard For Awas Tingni Land Rights
22. The Community of Awas Tingni has been particularly
affected by the government's persistent disregard for indigenous land
rights. Especially at fault is MARENA, the government institution in
charge of overseeing environmental protection and natural resource
development in Nicaragua. The principal officials within MARENA
who are responsible for acts against the Community include MILTON
CALDERA CARDENAL, the Minister of MARENA; ROBERTO
ARAQUISTAIN, the Director of MARENA's forest service; and
ALEJANDRO LAINEZ, the Director of the forest service unit in
charge of forestry on state lands.
The Maderas y Derivados de Nicaragua, S.A. Concession
23. In late 1993 or early 1994, MARENA secretly granted
a concession to Maderas y Derivados de Nicaragua, S.A., a joint
Nicaraguan-Dominican company, for lumbering on 43,000 hectares of
lands, most of which were within lands claimed by the Community.
MARENA eventually suspended the concession, but only after the
Community learned of the concession and protested through attorneys
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it had retained with funding from the World Wildlife Fund
(the "WWF"), an international non-governmental organization, and
after the WWF itself pressured MARENA.
24. A period of subsequent negotiations led to a trilateral
agreement signed by the Community, the company, and MARENA
(the "Trilateral Agreement"). Under the Trilateral Agreement, harvest-
ing of timber in the 43,000 hectare area was to proceed under speci-
fied environmental safeguards and annual planning procedures that
would involve the Community. MARENA provisionally recognized
the Community's right to the timber within the area and agreed to
assist the Community in the following terms:
MARENA promises to facilitate the definition of
the communal lands and not to undermine the
territorial aspirations of the Community . . . Such
definition of lands should be carried out according
to the historical rights of the Community and
within the relevant juridical framework. 5
5. Convenio de Aprovechamiento Forestal entre la Comunidad de Awas Tingni; Maderas
y Derivados de Nicaragua, S.A.; y el Ministerio del Ambiente y los Recursos Naturales, 15
de mayo de 1994, art. 3.2 (translation from Spanish) (emphasis added).
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The Korean Timber Concession
25. MARENA's commitment to promote the Community's
land rights according to applicable legal standards proved to be illuso-
ry. Shortly after executing the Trilateral Agreement, MARENA turned
its attention to another segment of Awas Tingni's communal lands,
repeating its pattern of surreptitious dealings exclusive of the Commu-
nity.
26. At various times from May 1994 through the present,
MARENA has issued permits allowing a second timber company, Sol
del Caribe, S.A. ("SOLCARSA"), a subsidiary of the Korean con-
glomerate Kumkyung Co., Ltd, to enter Awas Tingni communal lands
to explore the forest for its commercial potential, to conduct an inven-
tory of timber resources, and to engage in other work in preparation
for tree cutting operations.
27. Members of the Community became increasingly
alarmed when they observed an ever greater presence of SOLCARSA
agents within the Community's lands in July and August of 1995. In
early September 1995, undersigned counsel Anaya, while travelling
from the major coastal town of Puerto Cabezas to Awas Tingni, met
and talked at length with a forestry engineer employed by
SOLCARSA. The engineer said he was on his way to rejoin a team
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of other SOLCARSA agents engaged in a forest inventory in prepara-
tion for large scale tree harvesting.
28. Reliable sources within the government state that
MARENA is about to execute an agreement granting SOLCARSA a
long-term timber concession in an area adjacent to the lands subject to
the Maderas y Derivados de Nicaragua, S.A. concession described
above. In July 1995, MARENA's delegate for the Northern Atlantic
Autonomous Region, James Gordon, confirmed that the process of
government approval of the SOLCARSA concession was in its final
stages. Further, in early September 1995, MARENA and other gov-
ernment sources told undersigned counsel Acosta and Anaya that
MARENA had already approved the management plan developed by
SOLCARSA for its intended forest exploitation.
29. In anticipation of its operations, SOLCARSA has es-
tablished a permanent office in Puerto Cabezas, the capital of the
Northern Atlantic Autonomous Region. The office is located in a
hotel owned by another MARENA official, Rodolfo Jenski, and it is
headed by foreign nationals from the Korean parent company. Addi-
tionally, SOLCARSA is constructing a large timber processing plant in
the area.
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30. The management plan developed by SOLCARSA and
approved by MARENA is for timber cutting in an area of approxi-
mately 61,000 hectares, the greater part of which is within Awas
Tingni's communal lands. Within the area targeted for timber opera-
tions under the management plan is the site of the old principal village
of the Community, Tuburus. Some Community members today main-
tain primary residences in Tuburus, while others have secondary shel-
ters and agricultural plots there. Additionally, Community members
continue to use this site (as well as others throughout the area of the
management plan) for multiple purposes, including hunting, fishing,
and itinerant (swidden) agriculture. Places that have major religious
significance to the Community, including burial grounds, are located
within the area targeted for timber harvesting. Domesticated palm and
fruit tree plantations within the area further mark the Community's
historical and continuing patterns of territorial domain.
31. Totally ignoring its previous commitment to assist
Awas Tingni in securing its land rights and "not to undermine the
Community's territorial aspirations" (see supra at 24), the govern-
ment has permitted SOLCARSA to enter Awas Tingni lands and is
now poised to grant the Korean company a timber concession without
ever having consulted with the Community. Throughout the negotia-
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tions with SOLCARSA, the government has taken no account of the
Community's property and use rights in its communal lands and forest
resources and has disregarded the hunting, fishing and other activities
crucial to the subsistence and cultural survival of the Community and
its members.
Failed Efforts To Prevent The Korean Timber
Concession And To Reverse Government Malfeasance
32. The Community has attempted, without success, to
prevent the responsible government officials from granting a timber
concession to SOLCARSA. On July 10, 1995, after the Community
learned of SOLCARSA's plans, attorneys acting on behalf of Awas
Tingni raised the Community's concerns in a meeting with James
Gordon, MARENA's regional delegate. Mr. Gordon responded first
by laughing and then by stating that the Community had no "title" to
the concession area.
33. The next day, by letter dated July 11, 1995, the Com-
munity petitioned Minister Caldera of MARENA not to go forward
with the timber concession in the absence of consultation and agree-
ment with members of the Community. In this letter (a copy of which
is attached as Exhibit A) the Community explained the basis for its
claim that the area of the planned concession, or a substantial part of
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it, belongs to the Community and stressed its desire to find a negotiat-
ed solution to the problem. Neither Minister Caldera nor any other
MARENA official responded to this letter.
34. As a result of the government's apparent unwillingness
to negotiate with the Community, on September 11, 1995, the Com-
munity and Mr. Castillo, along with other Community leaders, submit-
ted a petition for amparo to the Court of Appeals of Matagalpa, Nica-
ragua (a copy of which is attached as Exhibit B). Under Nicaraguan
law, an amparo action is initiated in the relevant court of appeals for
a determination on admissibility; if deemed admissible, the action is
then considered by the Nicaraguan Supreme Court of Justice for a
ruling on the merits.
35. Under existing practice in Nicaragua, an amparo action
must be filed in person. The Court of Appeals of Matagalpa, which
has jurisdiction over Awas Tingni, is located in the city of Matagalpa,
a city outside the Atlantic Coast region that is least a full day's travel
from the Community even when commercial air transportation is used.
The Community incurred the substantial travel and other costs required
for its leaders and Nicaraguan counsel, Maria Luisa Acosta, to go to
Matagalpa to file the amparo petition. By the amparo action, the
Community sought a court order that would require the responsible
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MARENA officials to:
1.-Abstain from granting the concession to
SOLCARSA;
2.-Direct the agents of SOLCARSA to leave Awas
Tingni's communal lands where they currently are
engaged in tasks in preparation for the start of
timber exploitation operations;
3.-Initiate a process of dialogue and negotiation
with the Community of Awas Tingni if the com-
pany continues to be interested in forestry devel-
opment in the Community's lands;
4.-Provide any other remedy that the Honorable
Court may deem just.
(Translation from Spanish)
36. On or about September 18, 1995, the Court of Ap-
peals ruled that the petition is inadmissible. In accordance with its
practice, the Court of Appeals would not provide the Community's
counsel, Ms. Acosta, with any information by telephone or mail con-
cerning its decision, other than to communicate that an order had been
rendered. Thus, Ms. Acosta was forced to travel again to Matagalpa
to obtain a copy of the order rejecting the petition (a copy of which is
attached as Exhibit C).
37. In ruling that the amparo petition is inadmissible, the
Court of Appeals observed that Nicaraguan law precludes such peti-
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tions where the petitioners have tacitly or actually consented to the
government action being challenged. In addition, the Court of Appeals
found that tacit consent may be inferred from the petitioner's failure to
present the petition within thirty days of the petitioner's knowledge of
the contested government action. The Court of Appeals held that, as
evidenced by the July 11, 1995 letter from the Community to Minister
Caldera, the Community had knowledge of MARENA's negotiations
with SOLCARSA before that date, which was more than thirty days
prior to filing the petition on September 11, 1995. Accordingly, the
Court of Appeals reasoned that the Community must have "consented"
to the Korean timber concession. Exhibit C.
38. The error in the appellate court's reasoning is immedi-
ately apparent. Plainly, the Community's July 11, 1995 letter protest-
ing certain actions taken by the Nicaraguan government (including
MARENA's negotiations with SOLCARSA) cannot logically serve as
the basis for a finding that the Community has consented to those very
actions. Indeed, this recent decision by the Court of Appeals is fur-
ther evidence that the Nicaraguan government is at all levels unwilling
to protect the Community's rights or to take seriously its obligations
under either domestic or international law.
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39. On September 21, 1995, Ms. Acosta filed a petition
for a writ of mandamus ("recurso de hecho") in the Nicaraguan Su-
preme Court of Justice (a copy of which is attached as Exhibit D)
seeking review of the September 18, 1995 decision by the Court of
Appeals. There is no apparent time limit within which the Supreme
Court is required to rule on this application, which remains sub judice.
V. Violations Of International Human Rights Law
40. By its acts and omissions described above, the Nicara-
guan government has failed to satisfy its obligations under both the
American Convention on Human Rights and the American Declaration
on the Rights and Duties of Man, as well as under other provisions of
international human rights law.
The Right To Effective Measures To Secure Property
41. The Nicaraguan government has failed to demarcate
the communal lands of Awas Tingni and other indigenous communities
or to otherwise take effective measures to secure the Community's
property rights in those lands. This failure constitutes a violation of
articles 1, 2 and 21 of the American Convention, which together estab-
lish a right to such effective measures. Articles 1 and 2 obligate
states to take the measures necessary to implement the rights affirmed
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in the American Convention, and among these rights is the right to
property set forth in article 21.6
42. Awas Tingni's traditional possession of its communal
lands, including the waters and forests within those lands, is a form of
property recognized under both Nicaraguan and international law.7
Therefore, the obligation of Nicaragua to take effective measures to
secure the rights in the American Convention, including property
rights, extends to the land rights of Awas Tingni and other indigenous
communities.
6. Complementing the right to property established by the American Convention is the
right to residence and movement set forth in article VIII of the American Declaration, which
provides that "[e]very person has the right to fix his residence within the territory of the state
of which he is a national, to move about freely within such territory, and not to leave it ex-
cept by his own will."
7. Notably, Nicaraguan law is consistent with the protections offered by international hu-
man rights law, see infra at para. 44. Article 5 of the Political Constitution of Nicaragua
affirms:
El Estado reconoce la existencia de los pueblos indfgenas, que gozan de los derechos,
deberes y garantlas consignados en la Constituci6n, y en especial los de
mantener . . . las formas comunales de sus tierras y el goce, uso y disfrute de las
mismas, todo conforme la ley.
Similarly, article 89 of the Constitution states:
El Estado reconoce las formas comunales de propiedad de las tierras de las
Comunidades [indfgenas] de Ia Costa AtIntica. Igualmente reconoce el goce, uso y
disfrute de las aguas y bosques de sus tierras comunales.
The communal property incorporated into the Nicaraguan legal system by the Constitu-
tion is defined in article 36 of the Statute of Autonomy for the Atlantic Coast regions
of the Country, Law No. 28, as follows:
La propiedad communal la constituye las tierras, aguas y bosques que han pertenecido
traditionalmente a las comunidades [indIgenas] de Ia Costa Athintica.
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43. The Commission has articulated the nature and scope
of this obligation and corresponding right in its recent Draft of the
Inter-American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples ("Draft
Declaration"):
Indigenous peoples have the right to the recogni-
tion of their property and ownership rights with
respect to lands and territories they have histori-
cally occupied, as well as to the use of those to
which they have historically had access for their
traditional activities and livelihood . . . Where
property and user rights of indigenous peoples
arise from rights existing prior to the creation of
those States, the States shall recognize the titles of
indigenous peoples relative thereto as permanent,
exclusive, inalienable, imprescriptible and indefea-
sible . . . The rights of indigenous peoples to
existing natural resources on their lands must be
especially protected . . . States shall give maxi-
mum priority to the demarcation of properties and
areas of indigenous use.'
44. Notably, the Commission's recent articulation of indig-
enous land rights is fully consistent with contemporary international
standards, which recognize traditional patterns of use and occupancy by
indigenous groups as giving rise to property rights that states are
bound to respect. The contemporary international consensus concern-
ing indigenous land rights is reflected in International Labor Organiza-
8. Draft of the Inter-American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,
art. XVIII(2), (3), (4) & (8), approved by the IACHR at the 1278th session held on Sept. 18,
1995, OEAJSer/L/V/I.90, Doc. 9 rev. 1 (1995) [hereinafter "IACHR Draft Declara-
tion"](emphasis added).
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tion Convention (No. 169) on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Inde-
pendent Countries ("ILO Convention No. 169"). Article 14(1) of
Convention No. 169 states:
The rights of ownership and possession of the
peoples concerned over the lands which they tradi-
tionally occupy shall be recognized. In addition,
measures shall be taken in appropriate cases to
safeguard the right of the peoples concerned to
use lands not exclusively occupied by them, but to
which they have traditionally had access for their
subsistence and traditional activities.
Convention No. 169 further provides that:
Governments shall take steps as necessary to iden-
tify the lands which the peoples concerned tradi-
tionally occupy, and to guarantee effective protec-
tion of their rights of ownership and possession.9
9. International Labor Organization Convention (No. 169) on Indigenous and Tribal Peo-
ples in Independent Countries, art. 14(2). Although Nicaragua has not yet ratified Convention
No. 169, the core elements of its land rights provisions represent newly developing customary
international law. See S. James Anaya, INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IN INTERNATIONAL LAW (forth-
coming 1996 Oxford University Press); S. James Anaya, Indigenous Rights Norms in Contem-
porary International Law, 8 (No. 2) ARIZ. J. INT'L & COMp. L. 1, 8-15, 27-29 (1991). See
also Raidza Torres, The Rights of Indigenous Peoples: The Emerging International Norm, 16
YALE J. INT'L. L. 127, 160-1 (1991).
In its 1983 Miskito Report, the Commission stated that it was "not in a position to
decide on the strict legal validity of the claim of Indian communities to their ancestral
lands," although it did recognize indigenous land claims in Nicaragua as a problem
whose resolution "would represent a valuable precedent." OEA/Ser.L/V/II.62, at 127.
However, in light of developments in Nicaraguan and international law and the
Commission's own activities since the 1983 report promoting indigenous rights, the legal
entitlement of indigenous communities to rights of property in connection with their
traditional communal lands can no longer be in question.
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45. As set forth with particularity above, the Nicaraguan
government has utterly failed to fulfill its obligation under the Ameri-
can Convention to take effective measures to secure the property rights
of Awas Tingni and other indigenous communities. But the
government's acts and omissions go well beyond passive neglect. The
government has actively violated the right to property affirmed in arti-
cle 21 of the American Convention by granting SOLCARSA permis-
sion to enter Awas Tingni lands and to conduct work in preparation
for lumbering without the Community's consent. Additionally, the
imminent granting of a concession to SOLCARSA for large scale
timber exploitation threatens further and more egregious violations of
the Community's right to property and of the derivative rights of its
members.
The Right To Cultural Integrity
46. Related to the obligation of Nicaragua to secure indig-
enous land rights is Nicaragua's more general obligation to protect the
integrity of indigenous cultures. In its 1983 Miskito Report, the Com-
mission found that the indigenous groups of Nicaragua's Atlantic Coast
are entitled to "special legal protections" for the preservation of their
cultures and that these protections should cover "the aspects linked to
productive organization, which includes, among other things, the issue
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of ancestral and communal lands."' 0
47. The Commission cited the cultural rights guaranteed by
article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
stressing that Nicaragua's obligations as a party to that human rights
treaty could not be overlooked in considering the situation of its indig-
enous population. Article 27 provides:
In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities
exist, persons belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the
right, in community with the other members of their group, to
enjoy their own culture, to profess and practise their own reli-
gion, or to use their own language.
The United Nations Human Rights Committee has confirmed that,
where indigenous groups are concerned, traditional land tenure is an
aspect of the enjoyment of culture protected by article 27 of the Cove-
nant. "
10. OEAISer.LIV/1.62, doe. 10 rev. 3, at 81. The commission reiterated this position in
promoting steps by the government of Brazil to secure the territorial rights of the Yanomami
Indians. Case No. 7615 (Brazil), IACHR, OEAISer.L/V/II.66, doe. 10 rev. 1, at 24, 31
(1985).
11. In Ominayak, Chief of the Lubicon Lake Band v. Canada, Communication No.
267/1984, U.N. Doe. A/45/40, Annex 9(A) (1990), the U.N. Human Rights Committee con-
strued the cultural rights guarantees of article 27 of the International Covenant to extend to
"economic and social activities" upon which the Lubicon Lake Band of Cree Indians relied as
a group. Thus, the Committee found that Canada, a signatory to the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights, had violated article 27 by allowing the provincial government of
Alberta to grant leases for oil and gas exploration and for timber development within the ab-
original territory of the Band. Id. at 27.
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48. In its recent Draft Declaration, this Commission once again
articulated the obligation of states to respect the cultural integrity of
indigenous peoples, expressly linking land rights to the very survival
of indigenous cultures:
States shall respect the cultural integrity of indige-
nous peoples, their development in their respective
habitats and their historical and archeological heri-
tage, which are important to the identity of the
members of their groups and their ethnic survival
. . . Indigenous peoples are entitled to restitution
and respect of property of which they have been
dispossessed, or compensation in accordance with
international law. 12
49. Accordingly, Nicaragua's failure to secure indigenous
land rights also constitutes a violation of a broader obligation to secure
indigenous cultural integrity, an obligation that the Commission previ-
ously has admonished Nicaragua to fulfill. Nicaragua's failure in this
regard is particularly significant. As detailed above, the cultural iden-
tity of the Awas Tingni people is inextricably tied to the communal
lands that have been used and occupied by the Community since its
inception. The government's actions and omissions threaten to cause
Awas Tingni to become dispossessed of its communal lands, and dis-
possessing the Community of those lands is tantamount to destroying
the Community's culture.
12. IACHR Draft Declaration, supra note 8, art. VIIi() & (2).
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Right to Religion
50. An important element of the Community's culture
implicated in this case is its religion. As specified above, the lands in
question include burial sites and other areas of religious significance to
the Community and its members. Thus, the government's actions and
omissions, which threaten to break the link between the Community
and its ancestral lands, also threaten violations of the right to freely
exercise religion, a right guaranteed by article 12 of the American
Convention, as well as by article 27 of the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights.
51. The Commission's Draft Declaration acknowledges the
link between land and indigenous peoples' religious practices and, fur-
thermore, reflects the contemporary international consensus imposing
relevant affirmative obligations upon states:
Indigenous peoples have the right to liberty of
conscience, freedom of religion and spiritual prac-
tice for indigenous communities and their mem-
bers . . . In collaboration with the indigenous
peoples concerned, the States shall adopt effective
measures to ensure that their sacred sites, includ-
ing burial sites, are preserved, respected and
protected. 13
13. IACHR Draft Declaration, supra note 8, art X(1) & (3).
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The Right To Equality Before The Law
52. The Community of Awas Tingni and its members are
being denied equal protection of the law, in violation of article 24 of
the American Convention and 'article II of the American Declaration.
The people of Awas Tingni and other indigenous communities are
being denied legal protections that are ordinarily available to other
Nicaraguan citizens with respect to their property fights. This kind of
discriminatory treatment of indigenous peoples' property fights in con-
nection with ancestral lands has occurred over centuries, and the rever-
sal of this pattern of discrimination has since the early 1970s been an
express goal of the international community including the Inter-Ameri-
can system for the protection of human rights. 4
The Right to Participate in Government
53. The government's failure to consult even minimally
with the Community or its leaders, in considering and moving toward
final approval of the timber concession to SOLCARSA, violates the
right of the Community and its members to effectively participate in
government decisions affecting them. Article 23(l)(a) of the American
14. See the 1972 resolution of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights identify-
ing long-standing patterns of discrimination against indigenous peoples and stating that "special
protection for indigenous populations constitutes a sacred commitment of the states." IACHR,
OEAISer.P.AG/doc.305/73 rev. 1, at 90-91 (1973).
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Convention affirms the right of every citizen "to take part in the con-
duct of government affairs, directly or through freely chosen represen-
tatives."
54. The implications of this right where indigenous com-
munities are concerned are expressed in the Commission's Draft Decla-
ration, which states:
Indigenous populations have the right to partici-
pate without discrimination . . . in all decision-
making , at all levels, with regard to matters that
might affect their rights, lives and destiny. They
may do so through representative elected by them
in accordance with their own procedures. 15
55. As specified in ILO Convention No. 169, the right of
indigenous peoples to participate in the decision-making affecting them
applies particularly with regard to the management of their lands and
resources. According to article 7(1) of the Convention:
The peoples concerned shall have the right to
decide their own priorities for the process of de-
velopment as it affects their lives, beliefs, institu-
tions, and spiritual well-being and lands they
occupy or otherwise use, and to exercise control,
to the extent possible, over their own economic,
social and cultural development. In addition, they
shall participate in the formulation, implementation
and evaluation of plans and programmes for na-
tional and regional development which may affect
them directly.' 6
15. IACHR Draft Declaration, supra note 8, art. XV(2).
16. (Emphasis added.) Notably, ILO Convention No. 169 makes clear that governments
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The Right To Petition And A Prompt Response
56. Finally, in not responding to the Community's July
11, 1995 letter petition to Minister Caldera of MARENA to suspend
consideration of the timber concession to SOLCARSA, the government
violated article XXIV of the American Declaration, which affirms "the
right to submit respectful petitions to any competent authority . . . and
the right to obtain a prompt decision thereon."
VI. Exhaustion Of Domestic Remedies
57. The requirement that domestic remedies be exhausted
has been satisfied. Article 46(2)(a) of the American Convention estab-
lishes an exception to this requirement which applies where, as here,
"the domestic legislation of the State concerned does not afford due
process of law for protection of the right or rights that have allegedly
been violated." The Nicaraguan legal system does not provide due
process of law for the complete vindication of the rights asserted in
have a duty to consult with indigenous peoples in connection with natural resource develop-
ment even when the government retains ownership of the resources. Article 15(2) of the
Convention states:
In cases in which the State retains the ownership of mineral or sub-surface
resources or rights to other resources pertaining to lands, governments shall
establish or maintain procedures through which they shall consult with these
peoples, with a view to ascertaining whether and to what degree their inter-
ests would be prejudiced, before undertaking or permitting any programmes
for the exploration or exploitation of such resources pertaining to their lands.
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this Petition. In particular, there is no administrative or judicial proce-
dure to compel the governmental action that is required to provide
specific official recognition of the boundaries of the communal lands of
the Awas Tingni and other indigenous communities and to take what-
ever other measures are necessary to regularize indigenous land tenure
in accordance with applicable legal standards.
58. Even if the Community were required to exhaust less
formal procedures to secure its rights, however, the Community has
done so and has been unable to accomplish its objectives. As set
forth above, the Community has had numerous contacts with the re-
sponsible government agencies, including INRA and MARENA, all of
which have proved fruitless. See supra at 11 19 - 33.
59. The Nicaraguan government may contend in response
to this Petition that the requirement to exhaust domestic remedies has
not yet been satisfied since the amparo action has not been finally
adjudicated by the Nicaraguan Supreme Court of Justice. This argu-
ment should be rejected. First, under governing Nicaraguan law and
institutional practice, the amparo action, even if successful, will not
result in a judicial order to compel the type of coordinated action
among relevant government institutions that is required to fully vindi-
cate Awas Tingni's land rights. At most, the amparo petition will
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result in an order enjoining MARENA officials from granting a timber
concession to SOLCARSA. Such an order, while welcome, would not
reach the heart of the problem addressed here -- namely, the need for
affirmative government measures to effectively secure indigenous land
rights in the midst of a generally unsecured land tenure situation.
Second, in light of the September 18, 1995 decision by the Nicaraguan
Court of Appeals rejecting the amparo action (see supra at 37), the
Community is unable to rely on the Nicaraguan judiciary as a means
of resolving even the narrow issue of the SOLCARSA timber conces-
sion. Under "generally recognized principles of international law,"
which are incorporated into the admissibility standards governing peti-
tions to the Commission, see American Convention, art. 46(2), the
Petitioners need not exhaust procedures that are likely to be ineffec-
tive. '
7
60. Even if the amparo action were considered in some
way determinative of the exhaustion of domestic remedies in this case,
it should not prevent this Petition from being lodged with the Commis-
sion at this time. Under the applicable Nicaraguan law, the amparo
action has fewer than sixty days to run its course once it is accepted
17. See Hurst Hannum, Implementing Human Rights: An Overview of Strategies and Pro-
cedures, in GUIDE TO INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS PRACTICE 19, 26 (Hurst Hannum ed.,
2d ed. 1992).
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as admissible, and ordinarily admissibility is to be determined within
three days of filing. By the time the Commission is likely to consider
the merits of this case, either the Supreme Judicial Court will have
upheld the appellate court decision rejecting the amparo action or the
action otherwise will or should have been fully resolved."8  If, on
the other hand, the Supreme Judicial Court does not rule on the lower
court's admissibility decision within one or two weeks of the filing of
this petition, and the amparo action remains pending for some time
after that, the Commission should then consider the delay to be unwar-
ranted under the circumstances. With such an unwarranted delay,
46(c) of the American Convention would come into play, which deems
judicial proceedings inconsequential for the purposes of exhausting
domestic remedies where "there has been unwarranted delay in render-
ing a final judgment."
18. Indeed, applying a similar rule requiring exhaustion of domestic remedies, the Europe-
an Commission of Human rights has allowed petitions to be lodged in the face of such contin-
gencies. This practice was upheld by the European Court of Human Rights in The Maznetter
Case, Eur. Court H.R. Ser. A, at 25, 33 (Judgement of Nov. 10, 1969).
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VII. Timeliness
61. This Petition is timely: It alleges ongoing and threat-
ened future violations, and the last attempts at obtaining redress for
these violations through domestic procedures occurred within the last
six months.
VII. Absence Of Parallel International Proceedings
62. The subject of this petition is not pending in any other
international proceeding for settlement.
IX. Requested Relief
63. By reason of the foregoing, the Community of Awas
Tingni and Jaime Castillo respectfully request that the Commission
place itself at the disposal of the parties to mediate a friendly settle-
ment of the disputes described herein, as authorized by article 48(f) of
the American Convention and article 45 of the Regulations of the
Inter-American Commission.
64. Alternatively, if no friendly settlement is reached, the
Community of Awas Tingni and Jaime Castillo respectfully request that
the Commission prepare a report setting forth all of the facts and
applicable law, declaring that Nicaragua is in violation of its obliga-
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tions under international law, and recommending that Nicaragua:
(a) establish and institute a procedure under domestic law,
acceptable to the indigenous communities concerned,
that will result in the prompt demarcation and official
recognition of the territory of Awas Tingni and other
indigenous communities;
(b) suspend consideration of all government timber and
other natural resource concessions within the commu-
nal lands of Awas Tingni and other indigenous com-
munities until the land tenure issues affecting indige-
nous communities have been resolved, or unless a
specific written agreement has been reached between
the government and the indigenous community affected
by the proposed concession;
(c) suspend all activity relative to the planned timber con-
cession to SOLCARSA until a suitable arrangement is
negotiated between the government and the Communi-
ty; and
(d) engage in dialogue with the Community to determine
whether and under what circumstances the proposed
timber concession to SOLCARSA may go forward.
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X. Request for Provisional Measures
65. In order to avoid the irreparable damage that would
result from the planned timber concession to SOLCARSA or from
other such concessions, the Community of Awas Tingni and Jaime
Castillo respectfully request that the Commission institute provisional
measures as appropriate under article 29 of the Regulations of the In-
ter-American Commission. The irreparable damage that the people of
Awas Tingni will suffer, if SOLCARSA is allowed to further establish
a foothold on Awas Tingni lands and begin logging operations, is un-
certain only in the magnitude of its severity. The long history of en-
croachment onto indigenous lands establishes that, once commenced,
such encroachment and its negative consequences for indigenous cul-
tures are extremely difficult, if not impossible, to reverse.
66. The Community and Mr. Castillo respectfully request
that the provisional measures include, at a minimum, the recommenda-
tions specified in paragraph 64(c) & (d) above. Additionally, the Peti-
tioners request that the Commission immediately request of the govern-
ment full clarification of all pending concessionary proposals, agree-
ments and plans with respect to the exploitation of any natural resourc-
es within the area of Awas Tingni, in order to establish the foundation
for friendly settlement efforts.
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Appendix 1
Declaration of S. James Anaya
Regarding
Legal Representation of the Community of Awas Tingni and Jaime
Castillo
and Intention to Supplement Petition to Include Signature
1. I am S. James Anaya, a citizen of the United States of
America, a member of the Bar of the State of New Mexico, U.S.A.,
and of the Bar of the United States Supreme Court. I am employed
by the University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, U.S.A., where I hold
the position of professor of law.
2. The Mayagna Indian Community of Awas Tingni
(the"community"), located in the Northern Atlantic Region of Nicara-
gua, and its leader, Jaime Castillo Felipe, have authorized me and my
associates to act as their legal representatives. The community and
Mr. Castillo have directed us to submit the petition to which this dec-
laration is attached, a petition aimed at securing the community's
territorial rights against continuing or impending violations.
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3. Since June of 1993 I have directed a project of the
University of Iowa College of Law ( the "project") which has provid-
ed legal and other technical assistance to the Community of Awas
Tingni. Other attorneys who have functioned as part of the project
since its earliest stages include Maria Luisa Acosta Castell6n, a citi-
zen of Nicaragua and resident of Bluefields, Southern Atlantic Auton-
omous Region, Nicaragua; and attorneys from the New York City
offices of the law firm of Simpson Thacher & Bartlett.
4. The Iowa project was organized for the purpose of
counseling the Community of Awas Tingni with regard to its land and
natural resource rights, with funding from the United States branch of
World Wildlife Fund (the "WWF"), a non-governmental organization.
The project developed in response to efforts by a foreign held timber
company, Maderas y Derivados de Nicaragua, S.A. ("MADENSA"),
to exploit the forest resources on lands claimed by the community.
Although the community did not initiate the first contact with me or
my associates, it did enthusiastically accept our offer of assistance and
designate us as its legal representatives in matters concerning the
community's lands and natural resources. In June of 1993, Ms.
Acosta and I travelled to the community and met with community
members and leaders gathered in open assembly for several hours
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over three days. At the end of the meeting on the third day, the
community ceremoniously designated us as its legal representatives.
5. Since 1993 I and the other attorneys functioning under
the auspices of the Iowa project have counseled and represented the
community in dealings with MADENSA and the Nicaraguan govern-
ment, and have assisted the community in its effort to secure the de-
marcation and official recognition of its territorial boundaries. De-
spite our funding from the WWF, the Iowa project at all relevant
times has endeavored to pursue the interests of the community above
all others, according to the positions articulated by the community and
its leaders; and the project attorneys have followed the ethical stan-
dards governing the attorney-client relationship.
6. On September 2, 1995, Ms. Acosta and I met with the
community within its customary decision-making setting of an assem-
bly open to all adult community members presided over by the
community's leaders. During this meeting at the community's remote
location in eastern Nicaragua, we discussed legal strategies for secur-
ing the community's territorial rights, particularly in light of the
government's imminent granting of a concession to a second timber
company, Sol del Caribe, S.A. (SOLCARSA), to exploit timber on
the community's lands without its consent. I explained to the com-
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munity leaders and members the various options available within the
international system. I focused especially on the procedures of the
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (the "IACHR"), point-
ing out the Commission's previous work on issues facing the indige-
nous peoples of Nicaragua.
7. At the September 2 meeting, the community leaders and
members who were present decided by consensus to pursue available
legal remedies through both domestic and international channels. The
community specifically decided to go forward with a petition to the
IACHR. Mr. Castillo, the Sindico, or principal leader, of the com-
munity signed an authorization on behalf of himself and the communi-
ty to empower me, the University of Iowa College of Law, and Ms.
Acosta to take action on their behalf through appropriate international
institutions in connection with the community's land and resource
rights. A copy of the authorization signed by Mr. Castillo is attached
(Appendix 1-A). I explained to the community the likelihood that our
legal representation would be undertaken in coordination with other
attorneys.
8. At the meeting on September 2, and at subsequent meet-
ings with Mr. Castillo and other community leaders who jointly are
authorized to act on the community's behalf, the allegations that ap-
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pear in the petition to which this declaration is attached were fully
discussed. Also discussed and agreed upon were the remedies that
the petition seeks.
9. Because of the difficulties in transferring documents to
and from Nicaragua's isolated Atlantic Coast region where the Com-
munity of Awas Tingni is located and Mr. Castillo lives, it is not
possible at this time to include Mr. Castillo's signature in the petition.
10. At the earliest possible date, we will supplement the
petition with an appropriate document of verification signed by Mr.
Castillo on behalf of the community and on his own behalf.
The foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowl-
edge and belief.
Dated: October 2, 1995
S. James Anaya

